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Project: Schloss underground car park in  
 Koblenz  
Size: 11‘260 m2  
Substrate: Concrete and also metal 
Date: April to May 2010 
Installed:  Weproof Waterproofing System 3 with
 fleece-reinforced waterproofing for  
 details
 

Reference Report

Underground car 
park
in Koblenz



Wecryl 276 is applied to the shot-blasted 
concrete surface.

Details on gullies and floor drains are water-
proofed wet in wet with Weproof Flex 354 and 
strips of WestWood fleece.

This involves applying a first layer of PMMA 
resin, embedding the strips of fleece and 
removing any air bubbles, then saturating the 
fleece with another layer of the same resin.

Weproof Fix 359, a green waterproofing 
product for the main area, is applied using a 
notched trowel and spiked roller.

The Wecryl heavy-duty textured surfacing is 
applied using a stainless steel trowel.

The individual bays are measured out and 
masking tape is applied exactly in ac-
cordance with the layout.

The parking bays are sealed with low-mainte-
nance Wecryl 288 in shades of green and blue.

Stencils are used for the car park numbers 
as well as... 

... the arrows, with white Wecryl 288 being 
used in each case.

Schloss underground car park, Koblenz

The system for multi-storey car parks with high traffic flows
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The Schloss (Palace) underground car park that was 
opened in the middle of May 2010 offers its customers 
a parking service of a very high standard. On driving in, 
the clear layout and the bright and welcoming design – 
from floor to ceiling – are immediately noticeable. The 
446 bays are divided into areas of fresh green and cal-
ming blue. The large bay numbers and clear signs 
make orientation easy. The proximity to the palace as 

well as the convenient location not far from the city 
centre generate high volumes of traffic for this newly 
built car park. No wonder that priority was given to the 
criterion of sustainability for the selection process and 
construction work. Contemporary, energy-saving LED 
lighting has been installed here, as has a modern and 
highly durable PMMA surfacing system with a water-
proofing function.
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